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Abstract Context has many aspects, which may vary
widely, such as the device, environment and user. The
perception of data in different contexts also varies
widely. We present a new, flexible approach to meeting
needs and limits arising from context: contextual medi-
ation. In this paper limits are defined as goals over
managed system resources. These can be met by the
selection of data, taking into account preferences over its
semantic and syntactic properties. The specification of
this selection is presented in detail and the supporting
framework is described. We illustrate our description
with examples from a context-aware map application
and present experimental results and experiences which
demonstrate that contextual mediation enhances the
usability of the application in restrictive contexts of use.

Keywords Context awareness Æ Contextual mediation Æ
Map adaptation Æ Specification of adaptation

1 Introduction

In ubiquitous computing [1] a wide variety of devices
will be in regular use by many people. Many of these
devices will suffer limitations which will impact the
users’ perception of the data presented: their form factor
often limits screen size in favour of portability, user in-
put devices lose fine control in favour of robustness and
battery life is improved by lowering CPU power,
reducing memory size and limiting network connectivity.
For laptops and kiosks the limitations may not be as
severe as for mobile phones and PDAs in all respects but
will still have an impact on use. Current solutions to
device limitations tend towards support for a small
range of specific devices.

Context extends beyond the device capabilities. The
tasks to which devices are applied, e.g., tourism or
making deliveries, affects levels of interest in types of
information such as museums and house numbers.
Activities engaged in while using the device, e.g., driving
or talking, affects the amount of information which can
be interpreted and the user’s interest in types of infor-
mation such as traffic conditions. Environmental con-
ditions, e.g. background noise or lighting, affects how
easily certain media types can be understood.

A general solution to these problems, taking in the
wider definition of context, seems desirable—as we dis-
cussed in [2]. Managing a wide range of contexts requires
a sophisticated approach able to differentiate beyond the
most restrictive situations and ideal conditions. Much of
the data offered in response to a request is likely to be of
little value and there will often be more data available
than the user could interpret or the device being used
could display, e.g., a request for a map of a given area
may return data about many features. Some of this data
may be generic, such as roads; some will be of limited
appeal, e.g., traffic levels, shop prices and house num-
bers; and some will be generated dynamically to meet
specific needs, e.g. transcoding images for use on a
specific screen or translating text language.

Contextual mediation operates by selecting the most
appropriate subset of the offered data in order to satisfy
a request. This is a form of application-aware adapta-
tion [3] and the principle was mentioned in early work
on context awareness [1,4] but has received little detailed
treatment in the literature. Different users, in different
contexts, will have differing preferences. Mediation must
be able to differentiate between useful and unwanted
data (with many degrees in between) and use this dif-
ferentiation to meet goals, such as timely delivery, screen
space availability and price limits. Contextual mediation
is the process of making this selection, which is distinct
from any transcoding being performed on the data.

The term mediation is also used in database and
information retrieval research to describe a component
which performs integration of data frommultiple sources
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and presentation to the user. This function may also be
part of the contextual mediation framework, as selecting
amongst alternative representations of data from
different sources may be considered. We do not address
issues of searching, format conversion or ontological
translation here.

The range of devices and the contexts in which they
are applied will constantly be expanding; therefore, it is
undesirable for content providers to support multiple
versions of their content, or application designers to
produce many versions of a program, each adjusted to a
small range of devices or users. A mechanism for general
specification of requirements for mediation is nee-
ded—this is the core issue addressed in this paper. In
particular, these specifications must be able to encode a
sophisticated response to variation in many aspects of
the context, including screen, network speed, a user’s
task, etc.

Our approach is to provide a generic framework for
describing how to select the most appropriate data for a
context, which maintains a separation between the
application and mediation. We use context aspects to
select the most appropriate profiles which specify the
required mediation rather than trying to cater to all
possible context variations. This also has the benefit that
conflicting profiles will be resolved in a consistent
manner.

To summarise, we are interested in an approach to
the selection of data which improves the usability of
data in a wide range of contexts. Our approach is gen-
eral and flexible, supporting improvements in the range
of contexts responded to and in the response which the
user requires. At the same time, the user is to be shielded
from the complexity of specifying this behaviour, which
we abstract as context-enabled profiles. The selection
forms part of a framework, which includes data
description and resource management.

1.1 Requirements for a framework
for contextual mediation

The requirements for our framework for contextual
mediation are as follows:

– Flexible context specific profiles capable of describing
a wide range of user and system level needs and lim-
itations. Profile composition to enable independent
profiles, activated by different aspects of context, to
describe needs over the same data. Profile specifica-
tions that are declarative and can be directly executed.

– A metadata model which captures the structure,
attributes and semantics of the data. An object-ori-
ented model of semantic types to support this is
desirable. Profile specifications should be orthogonal
to the data model.

– Provision of resource management in order to work
within dynamic system limits or shared resources.
Resource management will enable limitations to be

reported and provide admission control functions to
enable goals to be met.

– Application independent mechanisms for profile
specification, metadata and resource management are
required to allow a general framework to be applied.
The mechanism for applying mediation should be
application-aware in order to operate within the
application’s interaction semantics.

2 Case study

One class of applications which are clearly applicable to
ubiquitous computing and contextual mediation is the
display of maps. We use this as a case study to motivate
our examples. Earlier work by us in this area is described
in [5].

Map data can be extended with many media types
beyond the traditional 2D representation of topology, c.f.
[6]. A wide range of media and classes of features of
varying utility can be offered to describe an area. Our
techniques are generally applicable to many other appli-
cations, e.g., Web browsing and news services. The stan-
dard vector map formats available provide data with a
rich structure typical of many emerging media standards,
e.g., MPEG-4 and the many XML encodings, making
the techniques described applicable over other media.

Consider a user with the following context: a network
of 3.6kB/s and 100ms latency, a screen of 400 · 400
pixels; and a task of navigating in a car on business. A
journey into central London is being undertaken. A
location service will predict the area the user is likely to
need to know about for the next few minutes and will
notify the map application. The application will display
a map of that area. As the journey progresses towards its
destination the context of use changes: the speed de-
creases as the driver leaves major roads, and the area
covered by each map decreases as the navigation be-
comes more detailed and immediate rather than
involving long distance planning.

In Fig. 1 we present a sequence of maps which would
be presented by the application towards the end of this
journey. On the left we show mediated maps; on the
right the same map areas are shown with no mediation.
It can be seen that the unmediated map is rather clut-
tered in the early stages of use, and that the inclusion of
unnecessary features obscures some detail and adds to
the information to be interpreted (even if it is then ig-
nored). We also see from the notes of time taken
(including the metadata loading for the mediated maps)
that the mediated maps take less time and a more con-
sistent time; the first two unmediated maps take longer
than the given deadline to load (the first map almost
double that time).

These maps illustrate the zooming in (row 1 to 2)
required in order to allow small detail to be shown
clearly. This is a similar principle to moving from a road
atlas to a town centre street map. At some point, with
any rendering technique or data format, changing the
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level of detail which is effective requires a change in the
scale of the map. Changes in scale may be a deliberate
choice for the user as they have such a substantial effect
on the interpretation of the map, or come from a loca-
tion service.

Road names are included in the data we download
but are not rendered here. In maps at this scale road
names would have to be drawn so small as to be hard to
read and would add to clutter on more detailed maps.
This clutter and hard-to-read text can often be seen on
printed city centre street maps. The maps our applica-
tion produces are still useful for navigation as much of

this process is in the interpretation of symbols and the
graph of roads. Specific road names can be made
available when appropriate. For instance, on selection of
an area a small set of road names may be drawn, e.g.,
describing roads at a junction. In this case, font size and
layout limitations are rather less strenuous and read-
ability is substantially improved. This is preferable to
zooming in for cases where a wider view of the road
network and other features aids route planning. This
approach is similar to that in the paper world where
large scale maps generally do not name small features,
while town plans name each road but their scale forces
the focus onto a smaller location.

Modern in-car navigation systems provide clear
directions for a driver already. Our research is address-
ing a different need: the flexible provision of maps for
many purposes. While in-car systems provide usable
directions, they do not support a more open-ended
‘‘browsing’’ style of map use, for instance, allowing ad-
hoc detours to local attractions. When arriving at a
destination a system which supports dynamic data may
start to show parking places based on cost, which are of
no interest for most of the journey. If a passenger was
navigating using a PDA then the map can be carried
outside the car and start to provide data relevant to a
pedestrian. While we may aspire to the drawing quality
of commercial map systems we are interested in which
data are shown rather than the rendering itself.

3 An overview of the mediation process

The flow of the application’s mediated request for data
is illustrated in Fig. 2. A location service causes a new
map area to be requested by the application. First,
metadata (see Sect. 4) describing the available data for
that area are loaded. The current context description
enables profiles which are used to rate the data offered
(see Sect. 5). Resource management holds descriptions
of the network and screen. The rating allows the medi-
ation system to make the best selection of a subset of the

Fig. 2 The flow of operations in
the mediated map application.
Solid lines (1 to 6) show the
application flow. Broken lines
(a to e) show the interactions
supporting contextual
mediation

Fig. 1 An example journey. Left-hand mediated, right-hand
unmediated. All have a 3.6kB/s network, and a 400 · 400 pixel
screen
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data, taking resource considerations into account.
The selected map data is then requested and displayed.
The map data loading is monitored and used to update
the network resource model.

3.1 An overview of profile specifications

Profiles allow the description of needs and limitations
arising from context. We shall introduce the form of the
specification of a profile although we shall address the
details later on. Firstly, we define a specification and give
it a name, for convenience here ‘‘car_moderate_speed’’.
This profile specifies needs arising from travel at a cer-
tain speed.

The profile starts with a context matching function
(M). The profile is enabled when the context aspect
‘‘speed’’ is sensed as being between 21 and 45 mph. In all
functions the keyword ‘‘value’’ on the right-hand side
refers to the value of the parameter on the left-hand side.
We then describe limits arising from the context (G).
Speed of travel limits the time available to download
map data. This may be due to the location prediction
function. Here we specify that the map should be dis-
played within 25 seconds of receiving the location pre-
diction. In order to meet this deadline it may be that
some map data has to be degraded or omitted. We use
utility functions (U) to describe preferences amongst the
data, firstly, over elements of the map with different
semantic content. We specify here that roads are the
most important elements in the map, but that minor
roads are less important. The third function takes dis-
tance as a parameter and indicates that minor roads
close to the point of interest are more important than
those further away. Finally, we use a utility function to
describe preferences for different representations of
roads, according to their scale. It is likely that a certain
level of detail is best for navigation in this context. More
detail may well be lost or distracting at speed. Less detail
may not describe small turns in the road which the
navigator would find useful.

The differentiation according to both semantics and
data attributes allows a degradation of the data to be
made in a manner which is sensitive to the context. In
this way the goals are met with minimum impact on the
user. Note that we describe the user’s perception of data
rather than the technical process leading to the data.
Transcoding proxies, etc., are assumed to exist in the
ubiquitous infrastructure and offer data which can fulfil
the user’s needs. The impact on a user is our metric of
success, rather than maximising resource use. In Sect. 5
we shall expand on these definitions and provide further
examples.

4 Describing data to mediate

A wide range of data may be offered in response to a
request for a map of an area. This may include different
features, survey scales, prices, encodings, etc. In order to
support the mediation of data, a description of the data
which are offered is required. We describe our use of
metadata more fully in [7] but summarise the concepts
below.

The response to a request we call a document. A
document may be an area of map, a Web page, etc. The
semantic structure of a document is described by
elements. Elements are instances of a semantic type. In a
map a feature would be described as an element, e.g., the
river Thames, the M1, which would take types of river
and road. Our type system allows elements to take
multiple types, e.g., a building which is both shops and
housing. The types are structured through specialisation,
e.g., a ‘‘motorway’’ is a subtype of ‘‘road’’.

The data realising the document we refer to as vari-
ants. A variant may provide a realisation of one or more
elements. Each separate data item which encodes a
representation of some element(s) is called a variant,
e.g., describing a given road at different scales or in
different data formats.

In addition to typing, further description is required
in metadata to support mediation. Both elements and
variants may have attributes describing their properties.
Map elements may be described by their location.
Variants have attributes which describe the data, such as
size in bytes and scale.

We expect data to be structured. Elements may be
structured to reflect semantic dependency between ele-
ments, such as building names requiring a definition of
the building to be meaningful. Elements may be grouped
in order to collect similar semantic data together,
reducing the overhead of metadata. Variants are struc-
tured to reflect dependencies in data, such as common
header data used by many variants.

In Fig. 3 we illustrate in UML the relationship be-
tween documents, elements and variants, while Fig. 4
illustrates two different representations of a section of
the river Thames. All elements have a variant corre-
sponding to omission which may be selected, shown as a
third variant here.

Our metadata model is based on [8]. Contextual
mediation may be applied independently of metadata
encodings, although the separation of elements and
variants and the use of semantic typing are important in
our work. We use a simple ‘‘general type:specific type’’
syntax for clarity with a common encoding of types
between the metadata source and mediator. Work on
ontologies and the semantic web [9] may replace our
type system in the future.

We use a GZipped NTF vector map data in our pro-
totype, but our approach does not depend on this in any
way, although vector map data is more amenable to
mediation than raster data. Modifying encoding and
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compression alters the data volume, CPU and memory
requirements for processing and rendering the data. These
changes do not alter the need for mediation techniques.

Metadata may include descriptions of tailored data
produced by device specific proxies and arbitrary trans-
coding produced by general purpose proxies. The inten-
tion is that while specific support for devices or tasks
may not always exist, it may be used when available.

5 Specifying mediation

In order to make effective selections to support contex-
tual mediation, we need to be able to measure perceived
quality. We have to first define which elements are useful
and which variants of these elements would be the best
for a specific context, while omitting unwanted elements.

In the case where the combined resource requirements of
the best variants exceed our resource limits (derived
from the goals), we have to make the best selection
based on the following criteria: which elements are most
important, which variants are acceptable and how much
degradation the alternative variants cause and whether
using them would help meet the resource limits.

An arbitrary decision is unlikely to be the most sat-
isfactory and simply addressing the resource constraint
cannot be expected to provide a coherent or satisfactory
selection from the user’s perspective. We now describe
the profile specifications, which enable contextual
mediation by allowing this differentiation between
alternative elements and variants to be made.

5.1 Utility functions to select amongst elements

The response of users to different semantic types are
encoded by associating a utility with the type, e.g., to
describe a preference for displaying information about
roads rather than rivers. The utility is normalised be-
tween zero (no interest) and one (the most interesting/
important type of data). The following value assignment
define the default utility for any type (‘‘*’’) to be 0.4, for
roads to be 0.85 and for motorways to be 0.8. Utilities
for the most specific subtype of the element type are
applied, e.g., a utility for ‘‘motorway’’ would be applied
rather than that for ‘‘road’’ where the element to be
rated is a motorway.

The description above illustrates the use of a static
value assigned to elements of a given type. In many cases
this is sufficient and clear. However, for some cases the
preferences encoded may be adjusted due to attributes of
that element. For instance, a railway station closer to the
centre of interest may be deemed more interesting than
one farther away. In this case it is useful to be able to
modify the utility of the elements to reflect this. This is
illustrated in Fig. 5, where preferences for buildings,
major and minor roads at different distances are illus-
trated. Here we show minor roads as rapidly becoming

Fig. 4 An example element and
variants

Fig. 3 Metadata for maps
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less important with distance, while an indication of
buildings remains more important. Major roads remain
the most important features at all distances, possibly
reflecting preferences arising from navigating at high
speed or at some distance from the final destination.

The effect of an element’s attribute on the perception
of different types of element can be reflected by the use of
different functions. Different attributes and semantic
typesmay give rise to different utility functions, the first of
which we expand in-line to illustrate a discrete function:

Note that throughout, ‘‘value’’ on the right-hand side
of a function refers to the value of the parameter on the
left-hand side. For the first two functions above this is
the distance of the element from the point of interest.
The application of different functions to an element is
controlled by the ‘‘type.attribute’’ selection on the left-
hand side so different functions are selected for the
attribute ‘‘distance’’ for different types of element.

5.2 Utility functions to select amongst variants

Preferences for different variant representations of an
element are defined using utility functions applied to the
attributes of the variants, similar to that in [10, 11].
Again, these are normalised functions, zero indicating
the variant is of no use, one indicating that no further
technical improvement would be perceived.

Utility functions can be defined relating to scale as
depicted in Fig. 6. For cars a lot of detail makes the map

harder to read, while a large scale is often still useful.
For hikers, there might be less tolerance for the loss of
detail of bigger scales, but more time to read and use the
greater detail of the smaller scales. Unlike [12] we make
no assumption that any offered variant is ideal when
rating their utility. In many media there comes a point at
which no improvement or an adverse effect is perceived
for an increase in the encoded detail. The quality per-
ceived will be due in part to the context of the interac-
tion and cannot generally be extracted directly from the
quality of the encoding or data size, as in [13, 14].

The utility function may assign specific values to
specific attribute values, e.g., to the language of the
tourist information associated with a map. This use of
utility has a similar effect to the explicit weights found in
some other approaches, although our mechanism is
more general.

The attributes over which utility functions are defined
will depend in part on the media format which must be
at least partly known, e.g., ‘‘survey scale’’ is only a
meaningful attribute for map data. Universal attributes
include ‘‘MIME type’’ and ‘‘creation date’’. MIME type
can be used to express the following example of prefer-
ences: when driving a car, audio data may be preferred
over graphical data.

The types of data a variant represents may be used to
select amongst different utility functions to be applied to
each attribute, which reflect the different ways in which
the perceived utility of the data varies. Utility functions
are selected with a function of the form:

Utility functions applied to variants take two
parameters: the elements’ semantic type and the syn-
tactic attribute of the variant the function is defined
over. Different attributes, formats and element types
may give rise to different utility functions. The utility
functions over scale, shown below, describe a perception
that the loss of utility with increasing scale is greater for
house numbers and traffic than for roads. The utility
function over the survey date would indicate that up-to-
date data are to be preferred for all element types. Fi-
nally, we say that for all element types and formats we
prefer vector data over raster. The value passed into
prefVectorOverRaster is the value of the format (map/
image or map/raster). Again, ‘‘value’’ on the right hand
side is the value of the attribute on the left (not the type).

5.3 Resource management

A fundamental need in contextual mediation is to work
within limited resources. The first resource we considered
was time. A key factor in the speed of response to aFig. 6 Example utility functions for scale

Fig. 5 Example utility functions for distance
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request is the network and server latency and through-
put. Given an estimate of expected network and data
characteristics the total time required to serve a set of
requests can be estimated. The mediation process may
then be able to limit the data requested in order to (at-
tempt to) meet a deadline. Our network model, which is
not described in detail, maintains a model of the round
trip time and throughput by instrumenting data loads
(rather than creating measurement traffic) [15]. It is tuned
to provide stability in the face of minor changes and also
an agile response to major changes in performance and
has similarities to that in [16, 17] but is implemented at
the application level. A time-sliced bandwidth reserva-
tion system provides admission control.

We have also been working on a model of how data
display consumes screen space. For a given screen res-
olution, different data may be appropriate in order to
avoid the need to scroll to view the complete rendering.
Where a screen is physically smaller or has low resolu-
tion a given rendering may become harder to read. Maps
may also include hyperlinks but the accuracy of selection
needs to be considered—it may be desirable to limit the
number of links under a finger-tip to an easy choice.
Where the ambient light falling on the screen is bright or
the screen is vibrating the display may become harder to
read. By controlling the density of data displayed on the
screen readability can be improved. We have a model of
the estimated use of pixels in areas of the screen. The
estimated pixel use comes from metadata describing
map features, and the application describes the size of
the drawing area available and the rendering to be used.
We divide the screen into sub-areas in order to consider
localised feature density on the screen. We refer to
‘‘screen density’’ in this paper, which is a metric for the
expected use of a sub-area of the screen in rendering
data. A higher density indicates more information being
presented in a given screen area.

5.4 Goal functions

We have goals, or constraints, on modelled resources to
be applied over the whole document retrieval, but we
make no guarantees that they will be met. We have used
goal functions for download deadline, maximum data
density on screen and maximum cost in the map appli-
cation to date. A goal may be represented in a similar
way to utility functions:

It is also possible to define goals as functions in terms
of other values known during the selection process
(which we treat as context aspects here). For example,
we know the area of the map requested. If the goal is a
function of the map area then a selection containing
data which can be cached and reused later (e.g., after
zooming in) may be given longer to download. Similarly,

a high speed may limit the download time (by reducing
any fixed deadline).

5.5 Executing specifications

We will not discuss selection mechanisms in detail in this
paper. However, we assume that the overall flow of
interactions is similar to that in Fig. 2. Initially, all ele-
ments with a non-zero utility will have their highest
utility variant selected. Where goals are defined but there
is a resource shortfall the selection process follows an
algorithm which treats differing elements according to
their utilities, and selects amongst the variants of each
element according to their utilities. The algorithm
maximises the perceived utility to the user, within the
resources available given the goals. We provide an
overview of the application of a profile to form a
selection in Fig. 7. Here we illustrate the profile being
applied to the metadata and the selections being made.
The degradation path will reflect the utilities of the data,
such that the least important data will be offered for
degradation first. This is by selecting the lower utility
variants of elements, including a zero utility omission
variant. Each element is represented by exactly one se-
lected variant in any data request.

An alternative to a fixed selection would be to use the
degradation path to provide an order for a sequence of
requests. However, we did not follow this approach
because the overheads (fromprocessing, requestmessages
and header data) increase for each request dispatched;
also a model of the network would still be required in
order to calculate the last request which may be made
(especially where long round trip times are experienced).
Additionally, if the map is drawn incrementally (so it
shows the most important elements first) it may not be
clear to the user which drawings are incremental and
which show the final data, as the map would tend to build
in patches (due to grouped features and an association
with regional header data) as well as in layers of differing
utility features.

Our selection mechanism is located on the client side,
along with resource models, context state models, profile
management and vector map rendering. This simplifies
some issues such as proxy discovery, privacy, etc., for
our prototype. In the general case the selection (or other
functions) may be performed on proxies in the network
where this is appropriate, e.g., where the client has a
slow last-hop network, or is limited in processing power
or memory.

5.6 Profiles for context

As discussed in [14, 18] there is a need to deliver data at a
quality which enables the user to perform his task in the
given context. Aspects of context include: location,
speed of movement, task, activity and screen size [19].
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Each of these context aspects will have some effect on the
overall profile. A user may well encounter various
combinations of context aspects, e.g., using several de-
vices and undertaking various tasks with each. Clearly,
anticipating all combinations of context aspects which
might be met and defining profiles tailored for each is
not practical. Instead, we define a comparatively small
number of profiles for commonly used devices (e.g.,
desktop, laptop, PDA, mobile phone) specific tasks (e.g.,
tourism, job functions, shopping, commuting) and for
co-location with groups of people (e.g., colleagues, cus-
tomers, in-public, alone). Profiles may also be written
for contexts which are defined by combining context
information from different aspects, e.g., driving a car
slowly, or fast.

A profile will be applicable when one or more context
aspects have certain values, or are within or beyond
some value. We use matching functions to achieve this.
The specification for the profile may contain a matching
function for each of a subset of those aspects in the total
(known) prevailing context:

A profile is the combination of its context conditions
and the specification which describes the response to
that context (utility functions and goals). Any function
class (utility over element, utility over variant or goal)
may be omitted from a profile where there is no appli-
cable function as a response to the context aspect(s)
matched. Context matches may be omitted for basic
profiles which are always valid. So:

Whether the profile is applicable depends on the
context conditions being met. This may not be as simple
as an equality relation as the aspect may not take a
simple numeric type—it may describe abstract notions,
e.g., in-car, on business, etc., or geographic spaces, using
coordinates. Profiles are applied if all the context con-
ditions are met according to their matching functions. A
default matching function result may be defined, to
support operations despite incomplete context data (the
default is false unless defined).

Multiple profiles will be enabled at any one time and
so will give rise to conflicting specifications. We form
profiles into OO-style inheritance hierarchies (at run-
time) in order to resolve these conflicts. Inheritance is
derived from context-matching functions. If one profile’s
matching functions define a subset of another’s, by
matching on more aspects or with more specific matches,
then that profile takes precedence. Where an aspect
takes a range of numerical values the value range must
be equal to or within the general one, e.g., 20 < speed <
30 is more specific than 10 < speed < 40. Where the
context takes a value from a tree of conceptual values
the value in the specialised profile must be equal to or a
descendant of the one in the general profile, e.g.,
location=my_office is more specific than location=
office_building. Specialisation may be achieved by
matching on an aspect which is not used in the general
profile, e.g., ‘‘fast and in a car’’ is more specific
than ‘‘in a car’’. The specialised profile must be more
specific than the general one in at least one aspect.
Functions in the more general profile are retained
where there is no conflict, as for inheritance in OO
programming.

Fig. 7 Applying profiles and
performing mediation
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In the map application we apply mediation to meet
download deadlines and screen density limits. The use
of utilities allows us to control feature inclusion, which
is the main effect used in meeting goals. We do see
some variation in variants but the effect is subtle in
most cases. To illustrate the reflection of contextual
needs and limitations, consider the following profiles,
which are extracts from those in use in our prototype
application, presented without XML mark-up.

5.6.1 Tasks

Profiles can be used to specify the preferences arising
from tasks. A driver making deliveries might require a
profile specifying that they are most interested in roads,
then in house numbers nearby (by the combination of
utility functions over null and distance) and somewhat
interested in traffic conditions.

We have also developed a tourist task which illus-
trates differing needs to those when on business. This
includes a strong interest in tourist features, parks, etc.,
some interest in footpaths and a certain willingness to
pay for data. Depending on the total cost of the data
selected some may be omitted. Based on this specifica-
tion footpath elements would be the first to be lost.
Where different variants have different costs a degra-
dation may be used rather than omission.

A profile may be specialised for sub-classes of an
aspect. For instance, a driver making deliveries is a
specialisation of business, inheriting any functions it
does not override. A general profile relating to business
may be defined, which may form a base profile for many

different work-related tasks. This profile may specify an
express disinterest in tourist features (no variant of these
elements will be selected even where goals do not limit
the selection) and a price threshold which is greater than
for a tourist.

The difference between maps selected for tourist and
business use is illustrated in Fig. 8. Note the business
map does not indicate the nature reserve, castle, youth
hostel, golf courses, footpaths, etc.

5.6.2 Speed

Here we describe preferences which may be due to
driving a car at a moderate speed. As a result of the
speed of travel we require the map to be downloaded
within 25 seconds of the notification of the next pre-
dicted location. Due to vibration and distractions at this
speed the screen density is limited in order to retain
clarity in the display. The utility functions here differ-
entiate between the different sub-types of road; for
minor roads, according to their distance from the point
of interest (here the centre of the map); and for a range
of scales, as described earlier. Here, the preference will
be for more general road information.

Next, we illustrate a profile reflecting different pref-
erences when moving slowly. The general utility for
‘‘road’’ is overridden for some sub-types here. Moving
more slowly allows a longer deadline and a greater
ability to read detail in the screen. The tradeoff between
different types of road has now changed—at slower

Fig. 8 A comparison of maps
for different tasks. Left-hand
for tourist, right-hand for
business. Both are 25km2,
density limit = 2.2 on a 400 ·
400 pixel screen, 25s deadline
over a 14kB/s network
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speeds, minor roads nearby become more important
than motorways. Similarly, the utility function over
scale for roads now reflects a need for more detail.

Figure 1 illustrates maps for use at different speeds.
The effect of utility functions on minor roads is visible,
and the comparison with the unmediated map shows the
exclusion of elements to meet time and screen density
constraints.

5.6.3 Activity

We do not assume that the computer is the focus of all
attention in ubiquitous computing. Profiles may reflect
the impact of activities performed at the same time as
using the system. One may define activities such as
passenger or driver as specialisations of in-car naviga-
tion. An extract from the on-foot profile is shown below.
The longer deadline and higher screen density allow the
inclusion of far more detail. We also describe a stronger
interest in paths and railway stations than when driving.

5.6.4 Screen size

When the screen size changes the information shown for
a given density may also change. Figure 9 illustrates
how feature inclusion is affected by the density control

as screen size changes. Note the removal of minor roads
and major roads near the edge in the smaller screen’s
map.

The screen size of the device in use may also affect
preferences over the granularity of data, as highly de-
tailed map data would be lost on a low resolution screen,
which might be encoded as below:

5.7 Combining specifications

We have illustrated a range of profiles, enabled by dif-
ferent aspects of context. Given that we have several
profiles which are relevant at any given time we require a
technique to combine them. We take a combination of
approaches for different parts of the profile.

5.7.1 Utility functions over elements

For elements a zero rating for an attribute is honoured,
otherwise the best is taken. As the utility controls ele-
ment inclusion and degradation order, the generous
approach seemed most appropriate—a preference is to
be honoured unless a clear, ‘‘absolutely unwanted’’
rating has been provided. Where utility functions for
several different attributes (including null) exist for an
element, they are combined as a product. Consider the
following two specifications, both of which are enabled
by their matching functions.

Fig. 9 Screen size/density
effect. Left 300 · 300 pixel, right
400 · 400 pixel. Both are 4km2,
density limit = 2.50, deadline
30 s over a 3.6kB/s network
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The combined utility functions for the types road,
road:minor and house-nos are:

5.7.2 Utility functions over variants

For variants, all the applicable functions for an attribute
are combined by product. Any zero utility result will
clearly override all other values. The lower value that a
greater number of products (of values between 0 and 1)
tends to give is not a problem as the utility is used to
differentiate between variants realising one element. All
variants will have the same functions applied to them, so
the effect will be consistent. Where the variants have
differing numbers of attributes some normalisation may
be necessary. Consider the following two specifications,
both of which are enabled by their matching functions:

The combined utility functions for the parameter
map.scale on types road and * (all other types) are:

5.7.3 Goal functions

For goals, we take the lowest value for each resource and
parameter. This will then reflect any limitations in time,
cost, screen space, etc. which are being described. Where
goal functions with different parameters are available for
a resource we sum the minimum goals for each parame-
ter. We give some feedback on the goals applied, for in-
stance, a timing ‘‘progress’’ bar shows progress towards
the deadline, advancing each second rather than with
data loading. Consider the following two specifications,
both of which are enabled by their matching functions:

The combined goal for the parameter deadline is:

5.8 Notes on profile design

In developing our application and specifications and
performing tests we have found various specifications
which are not as desirable as they might initially seem.
When we define utility functions taking distance from a

point of interest as a parameter we use step functions,
which has the effect of grouping elements of a type in
concentric circles around the point of interest. A con-
tinuous function led to almost all elements taking a
different utility. As we treat elements of the same utility
together in adaptation this led to confusion over loss of
information. Where elements of a type are grouped their
inclusion or omission is clearer (particularly in the case
of roads). Where each is treated separately absence (in
reality) and omission (due to mediation) are harder to
differentiate between in the final map, e.g., a small road
in a dense network can be removed and go unnoticed
until it is met in reality. A similar issue occurred when
we considered using feature size (from their bounding
box as described in metadata) to affect inclusion. While
this may be sensible for some types of element it can also
lead to spurious differentiation.

When using distance-related utility functions it is also
important to consider the interaction between elements.
Including minor and major roads at the centre of a map
but not including major roads at the next distance out
may not be desirable. Distance functions must consider
the useful range of the type of elements, in the case of
major roads the distance steps should be much larger
than for minor roads.

Some features which are not immediately relevant are
nonetheless useful navigation markers. Railways and
rivers are useful features to knowaboutwhen driving even
if the driver has no intention of taking a train or boat.

We do not expect non-technical end users to write
these profiles. Profiles are intended to be predefined and
enabled automatically in response to sensed context and
could be provided by specialists, from user studies, and a
user might tune parameters. We expect that a base set of
specifications would be devised as part of the application
development or as standards used by multiple applica-
tions addressing the same domain. As new devices,
sensed contexts and tasks emerge, new specifications
may be added to support these. Similarly, we have not
considered profiles which respond to user feedback. The
acquisition of user reactions to maps was beyond the
scope of our work and is of questionable applicability
where the use of the device is not the user’s main focus of
attention. In any case, our profiles could be modified by
user feedback if this was desired.

Automatic adaptation raises the issues of expectation
and surprise for the user [20, 21]. If the system decided
that the context had changed and made dramatic
changes to the mediation specifications, as a result the
user may find that the map is unexpectedly different in
character from one request to the next. This needs to be
treated as for any other user impacting behaviour: there
is a need for predictability and/or transparency. We
address this in five ways:

– Where the specifications reflect user context then a
dramatic change in context could reasonably lead to a
dramatic change in specifications—cause and effect
are then perceived.
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– Rather than having a specification for fast and another
for slow a series of specifications reflecting small
changes in speed would avoid dramatic changes in
behaviour. By ensuring that the specifications reflect
small changes in context as small changes in behaviour
the impact of these small variations will be reduced.

– Some contexts or resources, such as network
throughput, will vary slightly from request to request
without any reason that the average user will perceive.
Specifications need to provide sufficiently fine grained
selection choices that minor resource fluctuations can
be accommodated subtly. Appropriate use of caches
may also be of benefit here.

– User interface tools may be used to prepare the user
for changes and build expectations. For instance,
changes in deadline can be indicated using a progress
bar and changes in scale can be indicated by drawing a
scale bar. Where the changed aspect of context is a
system level issue, such as network characteristics then
other indications (such as a coloured link quality icon)
would be appropriate.

– Our application has a second window which provides
information on the current context, enabled specifica-
tions, the network model, etc. A curious user, or one
who has been surprised by an unexpected change in
behaviour, could look at this interface to better
understand changes in application behaviour. In some
cases these interfaces also allow the user to override
incorrectly sensed context values. The application also
has controls for reloading data (and we plan to add one
for loading more data by repeating the download
deadline with existing metaddata) which should aid
recovery from poor selections by the mediation system.

5.9 Applicability to other application domains

We have performed some initial experiments with Web
pages and found that contextual mediation may be of
benefit. However, it requires that the tasks being
undertaken and semantics of the data are well under-
stood. It is therefore most applicable as a tool over
certain sites or where the Web is used as an interface to
an application or pages containing well-defined types of
data. Mediation may offer a framework for standard
effects such as modifying text version and image selec-
tion depending on screen visibility, etc. We describe
examples of contextual mediation of Web pages in [7,
15]. Its applicability to general Web browsing requires a
sophisticated ontology and corresponding specifications
which have been beyond our research scope so far.

Contextual mediation may also be applied to appli-
cations such as news alert services. The flow of interac-
tions would be rather different, but similar techniques
should be applicable. The semantic content of news
stories may be used in providing utilities. Different
utilities may lead to different levels of notification. Dif-
ferent representations of a news story may be applicable:

depending on the level of interest, other activities been
undertaken, the device being used, etc.

6 Experience

6.1 User studies

We performed an initial study into users’ reactions to the
maps which our system generated. The map application
developed had some technical, HCI and data distribu-
tion limitations which would have made an extensive
user test with the application difficult. We chose instead
to take example maps which demonstrated the media-
tion being applied and provided them printed on cards
to a small group of users (14 people). This enabled us to
make a preliminary study of the reaction to maps at
these sizes and compare reactions to mediated and
unmediated maps.

The maps used in the survey were printed at 100dpi,
which is approximately the pixel pitch of LCD screens
used in the classes of devices represented. The card maps
therefore had dimensions similar to those of a PDA
screen. Control maps were produced where no media-
tion was performed. The control maps were saved as a
JPEG with a compression set such that the image file
took approximately the same size as the NTF data took
when GZIPPed. The intention was to simulate a proxy
responding only to system limitations: the image was
delivered at the correct pixel size and the download time
would be within the deadline. The effect of network
delay and benefits of predictable delay could then be
ignored in our test. The map data set was quite basic, for
instance, contours, house numbers and traffic restric-
tions were not present.

We gave the subjects a series of three of the test maps:
large and small mediated maps and a control map (either
large or small). The context used in generating the maps
was in-car, as a tourist at 30 mph. For each situation,
they were asked to put themselves in the context of
navigating in a car (the scale is similar to or larger than a
road atlas, so the maps would be most appropriate for a
passenger as the navigator) and to describe the route
taken between marked points. Features used to identify
places were to be described. The actual route taken was
not noted, but the time taken to describe each was no-
ted. A qualitative judgement of how easy the map was to
use was also taken. The order varied with the control
being first in half the cases, the small mediated map first
in the other half. As the maps essentially took the form
of road maps lack of familiarity was not considered to
be a big problem although the trend was to speed up
slightly by the third map. The change of order was de-
signed to counter this effect.

The first and most striking result of the timings was
the variation in times taken to describe routes—the
range of times was five to 64 seconds. All subjects
were consistently fast or slow in broad terms. To make
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general comparisons the timings needed normalisation.
We took the difference between the mediated map and
the unmediated map and divided this by the unmediated
map time. This then gives the proportion of the time
taken by which the mediated map is faster or slower to
use. We present the mean, 10th and 90th percentiles in
Fig. 10 on the horizontal axis. A negative value indicates
that the mediated map was faster. The vertical axis of
Fig. 10 gives a qualitative score, calculated from the
response to the subjective questions. A higher score
indicates a subjective preference for the mediated map
over the unmediated map.

The horizontal axis of Fig. 10 shows us that the large
mediated map was faster (11%) to use on average than
the unmediated map, while the small mediated map was
slightly slower (7%). In fact, in both cases nine of the 14
subjects recorded faster times with the mediated map. In
the case of the small map the high mean and 90th per-
centile comes from three subjects who were much slower.
The range of absolute times for the large map was also
substantially less than for the small map, reflecting a
general preference for the larger map. In cases where the
mediated map was found to be slower it was slower by a
smaller degree for the large map. The speed difference
was not substantial for either the small or large mediated
map over the unmediated map. We believe that the real
benefits in speed of use would come as the unmediated
map became more cluttered.

The subjective scores (on the vertical axis) indicate
that in general users prefer the mediated map (10th
percentile for the large map has a score of )0.4, where 0
shows no preference), which at worst is similar to the
unmediated one and at best is less cluttered.

In summary, for most users the mediated maps were
both faster to use and subjectively better. We believe
that if the map data offered was richer then the benefits
of mediation would be greater and felt by more of the
users.

Comments by test subjects and observations of their
response to the maps were recorded during tests and
provide useful feedback into the design of the applica-
tion and specifications. Two subjects noted that they

took a different route for the mediated and control maps
where minor roads were obscured by other features in
the control map. One assumed that roads would con-
tinue where obscured and used these in their route. This
is a clear demonstration of the potential benefit of
mediation—the most important data can be revealed
and extra information only included where the user has
sufficient interest and the context of use make its display
appropriate.

It was felt that a route plan would provide a more
accurate representation of interest due to distance than a
point of interest, i.e., describing a path of interest and
utilities radiating from this, whereas we simply used a
point at the centre of the map at this stage in proto-
typing. In the larger area map some subjects still found it
cluttered and would have zoomed if using the actual
application. The drawing of the map was not ideal: lack
of road names was cited as a problem by several sub-
jects. While these subjects tended to mark all the maps
down for the deficiencies in presentation these issues can
be rectified with further development of the application
and map rendering. One subject commented on the
poorer ‘‘quality of drawing’’ in the control map. The
image degradation was not substantial for most of
the maps, so it is not surprising that few subjects
responded consciously to the lower quality of the
graphics. The impact of JPEG compression would
be greater had the maps contained more features,
particularly small text giving road names, etc.

These initial user studies showed that the mediated
maps are generally found to be at least as good as those
without mediation, but the full power has yet to be
realised. The application currently lacks the refinement
which would have made a more substantial user test a
useful proposition. Where the range of data which might
be displayed is wider then the benefits are likely to be-
come greater as the control map would become harder
to read. Where the level of user interaction is greater
then user control over the map displayed is possible,
such as zooming and modifying goals, which we expect
to enhance usability.

6.2 Meeting deadlines

In our application a model of network throughput and
latency to the various sources is maintained, and net-
work throughput may be reserved. While this reserva-
tion may not be end-to-end, or provide guarantees (and
will certainly only be an estimate in the case of wireless
networks), we have found that this provides a sufficient
limitation to meet (or nearly meet) download time goals
and reduce variance in loading time. We have verified
this using simulated lossy links with throughputs rele-
vant to wireless networks (9.6k to 1Mb/s), including
under a range of simulated loss rates (0 to 10%), and
deadline ranges (5 to 60s).

Figure 11 presents download times (the mean, 10th
and 90th percentile) for mediated map data with a range

Fig. 10 The ratings from the user tests
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of deadlines and compares them to the unmediated case.
The application displayed a map for an area of 10.7km2

(based on a 3 · 3 km area of interest expanded to fit the
window dimensions). The times taken would vary if
the map area or feature density were changed, but the
overall pattern and validity remain. It can be seen that
the network model was not perfect, and the deadlines
were not always being met. However, at lower
throughputs the maps are loaded in a time close to the
deadline while the control case takes substantially
longer. At higher throughputs the traces converge as the
data fails to consume all the resources available. In all
cases the mediated application shows much less variation
in the download time between requests than the unme-
diated case, so it provides a more consistent user expe-
rience. We shall not describe these tests further here, as
they reflect the quality of the network monitor (which is
not the focus of this paper) rather than contextual
mediation as a tool—see [15] for a detailed presentation.

The inability of unmediated delivery to meet dead-
lines is greatest when the maps are largest and so the
volume of data greatest. In these cases, the metadata
overhead of the mediated solution is greatest. However,

even where a substantial benefit in time is seen a usable
map can be provided. Fig. 1 illustrated this case for a
9km2 map of an area of London loaded over a 3.6kB/s
network, where the unmediated map took 46s (without
metadata) and the mediated map took 19s (including
metadata) against a deadline of 25s. In Fig. 12 we
illustrate this again, for a 100km2 area of rural southern
England and a 20s deadline over the same network. The
unmediated map took 46s to load, while the mediated
map took just 7.4s. In rural areas the map area required
in order to achieve a failure to meet a deadline is much
larger. However, the map is intended for use in navi-
gating at 50 mph, so the greater area would also be a
practical requirement. The mediated map remains a
practical tool—and shows that the ability to meet
deadlines gives a usable map not just a theoretical result.

7 Related work

7.1 Use of context

We identify six uses of contextual information, drawing
from [4, 15, 22, 23]:

a. Contextual sensing: where the context is sensed, and
information describing the current context, e.g.,
location and temperature, can be presented to the
user.

b. Contextual augmentation: where context is associated
with data. For example, records of objects surveyed
can be associated with location, meeting notes can be
associated with people in the meeting and the place
the meeting was held [23].

c. Contextual resource discovery: e.g., to cause printing
to be on the nearest printer.

Contextual adaptation [22] is used in the literature to
describe the following three cases. We draw a distinction
between these cases: where context causes an action,
where it is involved in modifying an action which has
been caused separately, and where it is involved in
adapting the presentation of an application or data.

Fig. 12 Meeting deadlines.
Left-hand mediated, took 7.4s;
right-hand unmediated, took
46.1s. Both are 100km2, driving
at 50mph as a tourist, density
limit = 1.60 on a 400 · 400
pixel screen, deadline 20s over a
3.6kB/s network

Fig. 11 A comparison of mediated and unmediated download
times
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d. Context triggered actions [4] such as loading map
data for the next location predicted, exchanging
business cards, etc. [19]. In our map-based applica-
tion we make use of changes in location to trigger
data loading.

e. Contextual mediation is the use of context to modify
services provided or the data requested to best meet
the needs of the user arising from the context of the
interaction, while working within the limitations of
the context [15].

f. Context aware presentation refers to the adaptation of
the user interface or the presentation of data. This is
closely related to contextual mediation and the two
are expected to work together, e.g., to load the data
which is most appropriate (mediation) for the best
rendering (presentation). We do not consider this is in
detail here, but expect to address some of these issues
in the future. Some presentation adaptation tech-
niques are discussed in [24, 25].

7.2 Mediation

We believe there is a need for a more flexible solution to
the problem of context-sensitive data provision than the
fixed use of standard translations or restrictions
according to device parameters, as described in much of
the literature, e.g., [13, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. Our approach
has the advantage that use is not tied to particular
classes of devices and does not require separate effort to
tailor maps to specific devices. Being more general, this
approach facilitates the use of emergent devices, while
allowing tailored data to be used where the effort has
been made to provide it. These specialised versions may
be part of the solution, particularly for very limited
devices. However, when using devices of the next level of
capability (PDA to laptop, kiosks, in-car systems, etc.),
the device itself ceases to be an absolute limitation. The
user interface and network connection are often both
sufficient to support more than the most basic data
presentation, although still being limited in comparison
to desktop PCs. Maintaining context-sensitive profiles,
which support any specific data generated, can better
support a device and user-centric adaptation of the data
presented.

Our approach of selecting data according to its
properties has similarities to the approach in [31], where
they describe an interplay of willingness to degrade data
against urgency. Their approach assumes that the
quality of the data can be inferred from its size, which is
not true for all data.

As described in the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) RFC 2295 [27], the hypertext transport
protocol (HTTP) supports negotiation among variants
for a given uniform resource identifier (URI). In this
system a negotiable URI has a list of variants, whose
attributes are described. This mechanism meets the
basic need for selection amongst variants of media.

However, there are some areas in which it does not
support the flexibility we seek. The negotiation is on a
per-element basis. Any requirement to negotiate to-
wards a deadline or to ensure the full presentation fits
within a screen size or treat other resource limits
cannot be met where a negotiation over elements does
not consider their cumulative effect, or tradeoffs be-
tween elements. Secondly, the description of variants
does not include any information about the semantics
of the element (although issues regarding this are
starting to be captured in work by the World-Wide-
Web Consortium (W3C) [9]).

The W3C Composite Capability Preferences Profile
(CC/PP) [29] notes that mechanisms such as accept
headers (in HTTP) and ‘‘ALT’’ tags (in HTML) are
somewhat limited and described the application of the
resource description framework (RDF) [32] to describe
user preferences and device capabilities in a general
content negotiation solution. The IETF CONtent
NEGotiation (CONNEG) group’s work, described in
RFC 2533 [28], gives a system for describing prefer-
ences for media based on attributes of the media.
The CONNEG group has addressed similar issues to
the CC/PP group and there are efforts to ensure that
the two systems can inter-operate. They include
support for a detailed description of the hardware
platform, software capabilities and preferences for
languages and security. The encoding does indeed
address the difficulties with the HTTP negotiation with
regard to the richness of preferences which may be
specified. While this addresses the need for transmit-
table preferences we shall have to look elsewhere for
techniques to describe the data and perform the
selection. Also, there is no mechanism described for
relating these specifications to context.

A proxy-based map adaptation client designed for
use with hand-held devices is described in [33]. Maps are
adapted by feature elimination due to (semantic) ele-
ment type, feature size and by eliminating detail from
features. These ideas are similar to the basis of those
presented in the variants we use. The adaptations per-
formed are designed to reduce network load for slow
links and to reduce clutter on small screens. The adap-
tations are performed at a proxy, according to given user
preferences for element types and a stated feature size /
screen size metric. In the developed system no means for
the context or user to select preferences was given and
hard-coded values were used. While a demonstration of
the possibilities for reducing data volume by feature
(GIS layer) elimination and/or coarsening of detail is
given, the possibility of meeting deadlines is not dis-
cussed and network testing is left as future work. The
adaptation due to screen size simply filters small features
out. In many ways their approach is specific to maps and
provides a coarser specification of adaptation than our
system. In filtering small features the treatment applied
to point features (which may be rendered as more than
single pixels) is unclear. Consideration of feature density
on the screen is noted as possible future work.
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From a tourism perspective Zipf [34] considers vari-
ous ways in which maps may be adapted to meet dif-
ferent needs, in terms of device, user task and user
culture. They examine issues of layout and presentation,
including the use of selective presentation to aid the
user’s focus, as well as possibilities for modifying the
data. However, little information is available beyond
the ideas of techniques which may be useful. As a
general framework it is informative and supports our
ideas, but offers little guidance from experience.

In [35] a different approach to drawing maps is dis-
cussed. The problem of lack of screen space and con-
fusingly cluttered displays is addressed by omitting large
amounts of data and using maps without constant scale,
emphasising certain features. Their approach is aimed at
maps to describe routes for driving and so they omit all
features away from the route. The creation of maps to fit
small (e.g., PDA) screens is described and user tests are
largely positive. Problems identified with this approach
include the difficulty of recovering from errors and the
need for detail around the destination to find parking
places, etc. Our approach contrasts with this by using a
sequence of maps, adjusting to speed and position along
the route by showing different levels of detail. Our ap-
proach is also suitable for a browsing style of map
reading as well as route navigation.

The needs of pedestrians in navigation systems are
given consideration in [36]. In this case, the accuracy of
sensed context may well be worse than in cars and the
tasks engaged in may be more complex. Issues addressed
include adaptation to varying location precision, adap-
tation to changes in speed and limiting the cognitive load
arising from the directions or map given. The different
elements of their presentation are broadcast with dif-
ferent frequency, which depends on their weight, build-
ing presentations in stages. Apart from this adaptation is
a matter of rendering. The weights are assigned to the
elements rather than in response to the context and
presentations seem to require well-controlled authoring.

Negotiation to select the most appropriate PDF
documents according to context is described in [30].
Their approach centres on selecting the best document
from a set, rather than combining elements, according to
device capabilities and user preferences. While the model
supports a range of adaptation the context aspects re-
sponded to are limited to the device, network and
user—lacking the fine-grained response of our approach
to different influences and highly structured data.

In examining techniques for route planning [37]
considers a Markov decision process-based technique
which might also be applicable to our selection process.
It considers a combination of weighted goals which may
be achieved by some series of steps, each having some
cost and some benefit. The ability to plan routes which
cope with likely errors is also interesting if applied to
accommodating network problems or other sudden
context changes.

In summary, our framework supports a rich
description of both data and response to context in

selecting data, a consideration of data structure, a
reaction to many kinds of resource limitation and flex-
ibility in the relationship between perceived quality and
data parameters which do not appear in the literature.

7.3 Media adaptation and rating

Adaptation will generally result in the loss of informa-
tion from the original version, e.g., making an image
smaller, reducing the colour depth and omitting data.
Mediation should be seen as being the process of moving
to the best point within a space rather than purely as
degradation, although much of the literature, such as
[16, 26, 38], refers to it in these terms. A high colour,
high resolution image may not offer any benefit over a
version which has lost much of this information where
the display cannot convey the extra detail. In many
cases, presenting all offered data is likely to be over-
whelming and contain much irrelevant information, so
omission does not constitute a degradation, from the
user’s perspective.

The adaptation techniques that may be applied can
include [31]:

– Information abstraction, e.g., lossy image compres-
sion, text summarisation.

– Modality transformation, e.g., video to still image
sequence, audio to text.

– Data transcoding, e.g., format conversion, often
combined with abstraction.

– Selection, which may be by data prioritisation, or
binary selection.

8 Conclusions

In this paper we have given a classification of the uses of
context in applications. We have described and dem-
onstrated a system of profiles to enable contextual
mediation to support users of semantically rich data-
intensive applications on a wide range of devices, using a
wide range of networks and engaged in a wide range of
tasks and activities. Our approach is a general one which
can make use of specific adaptations without relying on
them.

Data forming documents is described in metadata,
which describes semantics, syntactic properties and the
structure of data. The selection space formed by struc-
tured documents is treated through utility functions over
semantic type; other attributes of abstract media ele-
ments; and over attributes of variants which realise ele-
ments. The mediation is subject to limits from goal
functions describing limits on managed resources. The
treatment of the semantics of the data in selecting
functions offers a granularity of response to the user’s
needs, which earlier approaches, such as uniform scaling
of data, could not achieve.

Combinations of these descriptions of preference
and need are selected according to context. Matching
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functions over context aspects allow preferences which
reflect a narrow set of needs to be defined and selected
separately to those reflecting other needs. As the
detected aspects of context and needs due to context
evolve, the profiles can be managed in a modular fash-
ion. These context-selected profiles enable a wide range
of differentiation in semantically-rich applications with
well-structured data. Several profiles may satisfy their
context matches at one time. A mechanism to combine
these profiles was also described.

We have described mediation limited by download
deadlines and a network throughput and latency
model. The network model is sufficiently accurate that
deadlines are met in most cases, thus providing a more
predictable user experience. We have also implemented
a screen and data density model, which limits clutter
on small or otherwise hard to read screens. User tests
based on our prototype application and basic map
data indicates that mediated maps are useful and
generally at least as good as those presented without
mediation.

Overall, we believe that contextual mediation offers a
general mechanism to support many applications and
contexts, while offering a more powerful and sensitive
adaptation to context than those in the prior work.

8.1 Future work

We are continuing to refine our application, the speci-
fication of profiles, context sensing and resource man-
agement. The adaptation of map data described is
essentially a base case. The power of mediation should
become stronger as the range of data (including hyper-
links and multimedia) becomes greater and the potential
for resource overload increases. Applications of the
concepts to other applications is also being investigated.
The context-aware presentation of data is also an area of
interest, such as modifying line widths, text sizes, etc.
This would complement and interact with contextual
mediation, particularly with respect to screen space
management. As noted during our user tests, the
extension of our location model to include paths of
interest would also be useful.
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